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Lead Characters 

 

 

 

KYLE BURTON aka ZERO-POINT 
Kyle Burton aka Zero-Point is an Indigenous ‘post-human’ who 

has inherited his power to manipulate ‘zero-point energy’ from 

his father – the original Zero-Point. Darwin born NORFORCE 

‘Green Skin’ turned Special Operations Command (SOCOMD) 

solider; Kyle was part of the Australian forces deployed to 

Timor-Leste during 2019 Presidential Election Crisis at the 

request of the East Timor's government. During a mission, an 

anti-government post-human attacked the regiment Kyle was 

with, killing two of his squad mates. The increased adrenaline 

during this life or death situation triggered Kyle’s post-human 

abilities. Keeping this a secret from his superiors, Kyle went 

back to Darwin to find out the truth from his estranged mother 

about his father, David Smith; a mild mannered electrical 

engineer who passed away before Kyle was born. With the truth 

revealed, Kyle set out to follow in his father’s footsteps as Zero-

Point, eventually gaining the attention of the Australian Extra-

Normal Civil Operatives (AFECO). As Zero-Point, Kyle has the 

ability to manipulate his mass density, and the mass density of 

other objects within his ‘intrinsic field’. Kyle can also fly and fire 

bolts of ionised energy.  While zero-point energy is infinite, the 

effects of channelling it through his body isn’t, so Kyle can only 

stay in a transformed state for 30 minutes at a time. 
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SAMSON 
Powerful, charismatic, driven, controlled and strategic. This 

mysterious masked man seems to have a connection to the 

devastating 1979 Maralinga Quantum Test Facility explosion. 

Samson has the power to absorb nuclear radiation which gives 

him super strength, flight, high durability, and atomic eye 

beams. With a taste for the theatrical, Samson wears a 17th 

century British Army jacket and covers his face with a mask, 

making people believe he is fighting for Australian nationalism. 

Samson see’s himself as an idealistic man fighting to make a 

positive change in Australia, by any means necessary. 

Appeasing those in power is a waste of time, and starting again 

from scratch is the only way to make Australia 'free' again.  
  

 
 

 AFECO 
(Australian Federal Extra-Normal Civil Operative (AFECO) are 

the official Australian post-human force, enlisted to help 

overcome extra-normal threats and post-human terrorists. The 

team which Zero-Point works for includes team leader Wing 

Commander, ACDC who can channel electricity and Hou-Yi, a 

superhuman marksman and athlete. 
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 Lisa Cartwright aka Wing Commander  

Lisa Cartwright was born in Melbourne and during her 

formative years develops a keen interest in aviation. Lisa was 

driven, head strong and confident during her formative years, 

bordering on arrogance; traits that carried over to AFECO. She 

joins the RAAF Cadets at 13, then joins the RAAF proper. In 2005 

Cartwright is made the test pilot of the then experimental F-35A 

Lightning II at RAAF Williams Laverton Base. The F-35A Lightning 

II was fitted with an experimental turbofan-ramjet engine (from 

the subsidiary company of Colossus Inc.). During the test the 

aircraft experiences catastrophic failure. The emotional stress 

Lisa experiences as the plane crashes activates her latent post-

human abilities. This allowed her to survive the crash but is 

forced to resign due to the Post-human Non Aggression Treaty’s 

ban of post-humans in the military. Phil Adian, the then Extra-

normal Tactical Response (TR) Operations Commander for 

AFECO employs her using her former RAAF rank as her new 

codename: Wing Commander. Lisa’s post-human abilities are 

solar absorption, where she absorbs solar energy that is then 

stored in the her cells for future use. Wing Commander possess 

super strength and flight capabilities.  

 

 

 RAND 
Appearing seemingly out of nowhere, Rand became a terror to 

the Australian underworld and thorn in AFECO’s side overnight.  

Cybercrime, espionage, theft of military hardware is small 

fraction of Rand’s transgressions. He is the single example of 

why vigilantism cannot be tolerated in any form. Rand has 

inhumanly strong, unyielding will, and is willing to go to 

extremes mentally and physically to achieve his goal; especially 

as a non-super powered vigilante. Currently he works alone 

trying to uncover the connection between EYCE breakouts and 

the Australian Government’s post-human experiments.  Rand is 

willing to go to any extremes to achieve his goals, even if they 

don’t line up with the laws of Australia. 
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 ADAM ‘MAGNUS’ 
Adam ‘Magnus’ is the prototypical superhero. Confident and 

patriotic, he is seen by the world as a boy scout representing 

American exceptionalism. Born in 1920. Adman had a difficult 

childhood due to Osteogenesis imperfecta. Adam is visited by 

a kindly professor, who has created a synthetic alkaline free-

radical serum, that works in conjunction with an ‘energy’ pill. 

He explains his alkaline free-radical serum might cure Adam, 

but that the serum is untested. Adam says he is willing to try 

the serum if it means living a normal life. The kindly professor 

tells Adam that his life will be far from ordinary, and that he’ll 

be a ‘master amongst men’. 

 

The serum and energy pill cure Adam of his Osteogenesis 

imperfecta, during his formative years he gains incredible 

strength and abilities. In 1940 Adam, inspired by science fiction 

stories and circus strongmen decides to wear a bright costume 

and becomes Magnus, wonder of the world! Magnus is 

considered the first ‘Superhero’ of the modern world. With his 

outgoing personality and willingness to operate in the open, he 

inspires many others to put on costumes and fight crime. Thus 

begins the ‘Golden Age’ of superheroes.  

 

Today, Magnus wants to save the world from itself, and is 

pushing the United Nations to drop the Post-Human Non-

Aggression Treaty to allow him to legally fight threats such as 

the Sons of Azriel in the Middle East. When Samson attacks 

Australia’s Parliament House, Adam Magnus is called into help. 


